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Abstract

While commissioning a beam line, frequent calculation of the optics functions is required.

Since for the East Hall beam lines the quadrupole currents are used as hardware control

parameters, an automatic translation into normalised quadrupole gradients, the input to

MAD [1], is useful. This note describes a new application providing a graphical user interface

to the MAD OPTICS module and a visualisation of the resulting optics functions.
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1 Introduction

The operation or commissioning of a beam line requires frequent re-calculations of the optics

functions to optimise for example the transmission or the beam size at a given point (e.g. target)

thus adapting the optics to the problem in question. For the East Hall beam lines the hardware

control parameter is the current in the quadrupoles. For the optical problem on the other hand,

the quantity to be modi�ed is the normalised quadrupole gradient:
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in units m-2 where Bx;y is the horizontal or vertical magnetic �eld, e the elementary charge and

p the design momentum. This gradient depends on the magnetic �eld (therefore on current) and

on the momentum of the beam. Any translation between gradient and current must therefore

take the momentum into account.

The X-application described in this note has been designed for use with the extended T9 beam

line [2, 3] but can be easily adapted for any beam transfer channel. The optics functions are

calculated using the MAD program and analysed by an object-oriented C++ code. The X-

application further makes use of the XForms library [4] to provide a graphical user interface

(GUI) for the input of gradients, currents and current limitations imposed by the power supplies

as well as for the input of initial optics parameters and momentum. Documentation for the

XForms library can be found in [4].

Gradients and currents can be read from input �les and the created gradient settings can be

saved in an archive �le. The optics output can be saved in the form of a Postscript �le. After

each calculation, the gradient and momentum information is available in theMAD input format.

2 Program Structure and Functionality

The application program consists of a kernel part for steering and plotting and several helper

classes. The program starts up entering the GUI's X-event loop after a general initialisation

where the polynomials representing the dependence of the normalised quadrupole gradient on

the current are de�ned. The information is stored in a vector (see [5]) with entries of type

\quadrupole class". Two so-called \forms" are opened: the main form and a form for optics

output. The input information is provided to the application in three forms as tabbed folders

in the main form: one for the input of currents (Figure 1), one for gradients (Figure 3) and the

third for initial parameters needed for the MAD run (Figure 4). Whenever an input �eld on

the gradient or current form is changed, the corresponding text �eld on the form (containing

current or gradient) is updated taking into account the reference momentum read o� the choice

on the third form. This is done by calling the appropriate member function of the \quadrupole

class". In the case of a changed gradient, the current is retrieved with the help of a root �nder

(Ridders' method [6]) solving

f(I; p) - k = 0 (2)
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Figure 1: Main form showing the tabbed folder \currents". The current appropriate for

the momentum selected on the form shown in Figure 4 can be entered and translated into

a normalised quadrupole gradient displayed in the neighbouring text �eld.

where I is the current, p the momentum, k the normalised gradient and f(I) the quadrupole's

stored polynomial. For a current, the gradient is simply extracted from the stored polynomial.

For both translations, the minimum and maximum currents read from the input �elds are

respected. In case of limit violation an error message is written to the message browser of

the main form. The third form containing input �elds �nally is used to provide initial optics

parameters (horizontal and vertical �- and �-functions) and full momentum spread (�p=p

corresponds to 2�). The momentum is selected with a choice object. This third form also

contains check buttons for the selection of a representation for the optics output. Only one

selection is possible. When a MAD run event is requested, all inputs are read out and the

information is handed over to a \MAD class" for further processing. This class writes an input

�le for the MAD program in the required format containing the quadrupole strengths and

launches a calculation. When �nished, the converted (by a shell script) MAD output �le is

read in and the results are stored in vector of type \data class". This class contains member

function to transform the optics functions into RMS beam sizes if necessary, depending on the

selected representation. The appropriate function is handed over to the plotting function and

is displayed in the optics output form. The contents of this output form can be saved as a

Postscript �le as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Typical example of an optics output (option \RMS sizes with Disp.") saved as

Postscript �le. Shown are the RMS sizes including dispersion in mm and the Dispersion in

m as function of position in the line in m.

3 Usage

This section gives some hints about the usage of the application. The binary distribution should
run on most Linux systems available at CERN. To use the program, the following �les are needed
(available from /afs/cern/ch/group/pz/cps/Xzone/Ehnl/bin).

otrack Statically linked binary of the X-application (using gcc-2.95.3, xforms-0.89)

mad Binary of the MAD program (MAD8).
Also available from /afs/cern/ch/group/si/slap/share/8.51.02/

dict Dictionary �le mad8.dict for MAD.
Also available from /afs/cern/ch/group/si/slap/share/8.51.02/

TreatMad Script for MAD output conversion

t9.ele, t9.inp, t9.seq, t9.mad Input �les forMAD running speci�c to the extended T9 beam
line for the HARP experiment

t9def.cur, t9def.gra ASCII �les containing a list of currents (.cur) or gradients (.gra) as
input for otrack

To start the application, simply call otrack from the command line. There are no command

line options for the time being. At startup, two forms are opened at the pointer location: The

main form containing the tabbed folders and a form for the graphic optics output. Only the

main form is active. Figure 1 shows an example of the tabbed folder form for current input,

Figure 3 a form for gradient input.
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Help messages for buttons and �elds are displayed, if the pointer rests on the object long enough.

To modify the optics, just change the current at a selected momentum or gradient at one or

more quadrupoles. The corresponding text and input �elds on both current and gradient form

are updated at return or change of input �eld. The optics can also be modi�ed by changing

the initial optics parameters in the input �elds of the form shown in Figure 4. The momentum

spread does not inuence the Twiss functions, only the RMS beam size since

�RMS =

s�
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2
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p
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�2
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where " is the emittance (1 �) at the production target to be entered on the same form and

D the dispersion calculated by MAD. The default values correspond roughly to an estimate

from geometric considerations (like aperture and distance of the �rst quadrupole doublet). To

visualise the resulting optics, the \Run MAD" button has to be used which starts the MAD

run. Holding down the left mouse button on the optics output form displays the pointer's

coordinates. This version of the application, tailored for the extended T9 beam line, knows

only upright quadrupoles. Skew quadrupoles can be used but are not foreseen in this version.

Furthermore the distances cannot be modi�ed from the GUI, these changes have to be done in

the MAD input �le t9.seq.

A con�guration (given set of normalised gradients) can be saved as ASCII �le (\Save Gradient

File" button) or as a Postscript �le with the optics output (\Save Plot" button). The names of

the output �le can be chosen with the help of a �le selector.
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Figure 3: Main form showing the tabbed folder \gradients". The normalised quadrupole

gradients can be entered and the current is calculated for the momentum selected on the

form shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Main form showing the folder with inputs for initial parameters and momentum.

It also contains a selection of output representations.
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